
Scope
Difficulty Complexity Description

DELAY How Long until the Effects Activate

+ 0 Activates Immediately

d + 1 Up to the end of the Current Scene

dd + 2 Up to the end of the Current Session

ddd + 3 Up to the end of the Current Story

dddd + 4 Up to the end of the Current Chronicle / Campaign

ddddd + 5 GM Determination as the Story Requires

DURATION How Long the Effects will Remain Active

+ 0 Up to the end of the Current Action

d + 1 Up to the end of the Current Scene

dd + 2 Up to the end of the Current Session

ddd + 3 Up to the end of the Current Story

dddd + 4 Up to the end of the Current Chronicle / Campaign

ddddd + 5 Permanent.  Requires one way to break the spell.

FREQUENCY How Often the Effects will Repeat for the Duration

+ 0 Single Activation Only

d x 2 One Additional Activation

dd x 3 Two Additional Activations

ddd x 4 Every instance, per one step below Duration.

dddd x 5 Every instance, per two steps below Duration.

ddddd x 10 Every instance, per three steps below Duration.

RANGE How Far the Effects can Travel to Reach the Targets

+ 0 Self Only

d + 1 Engaged

dd + 2 Up to Personal Scale Medium Range

ddd + 3 Up to Personal Scale Extreme Range

dddd + 4 Up to Starship Scale Medium Range

ddddd + 5 Up to Starship Scale Medium Range



TARGETS How Many People, Animals, or Items the Effects can Affect

+ 0 Self Only

+ 1 Another.  Does not include the Wizard.

d +3 Self and Another.

dd x 2 Small Group of up to 5.  Modifier applies to Total Complexity of Ritual.

ddd x 3 Large Group of up to 25.  Modifier applies to Total Complexity of Ritual.

dddd x 4 Small Crowd of up to 150.  Modifier applies to Total Complexity of Ritual.

ddddd x 5 Everyone in Range.  Modifier applies to Total Complexity of Ritual.

TIME PASSED How Long Ago the Event Occurred.  Used for Divination.

+ 0 Previous Action

d + 1 Current Scene

dd + 2 Current Session

ddd + 3 Current Story

dddd + 4 Current Chronicle / Campaign

ddddd + 5 GM Determination as the Story Requires

Effects
The Effects listed are the most common forms of magick that will be needed for play.  This list is not intended to 
be complete, as hopefully players and Game Master will imagine new situations and ideas.  Use the following 
Effects as a basis for creating your own, but be careful not to overbalance your chronicle.

Accomplish a Task
This  Effect  allows  the  ritual  to  accomplish  a  normal  task  that  could  be accomplished without  magic.   The
difficulty of the Effect is based directly upon the difficulty of the task to be accomplished.  If the action to be
accomplished requires a, then one additional point of complexity is required per a.   A ritual can incorporate
x for 5 points of additional complexity each.

Difficulty Complexity Description

+ 1 Accomplish a Simple Action

d + 1 Accomplish an Easy Action

dd + 2 Accomplish an Average Action

ddd + 3 Accomplish a Hard Action

dddd + 4 Accomplish a Daunting Action

ddddd + 5 Accomplish a Formidable Action



Bewitching Magick
This Effect should often be considered Black Magick.  It is often used to bind the will of its victims or inflict social
harm through a variety of means.  If the suggestion or command will cause the victim to act in a way contrary to
the personality of the victim, they may resist using a contested Discipline skill roll.

Difficulty Complexity Description

d + 1 Victim suffers a b on all social encounters.

d + 1 Recipient gains a b on all social encounters.

d + 1
Emotional Control of a victim to heighten and reduce specific chosen 
emotions.  The controller may also choose to heighten or reduce any 
emotions for the duration.

dd + 2 Victim follows the verbal or written suggestions of the controller.  
Otherwise the victim will retain control.

ddd + 3 Victim follows the mental suggestions of the controller.  Otherwise the 
victim will retain control.

dddd + 4 Victim is a mind controlled automaton of the controller.  When not actively
being commanded, the victim will remain complacent and silent.

ddddd + 5 Victim is ensorcelled by the controller and actively chooses to assist their 
goals in any way possible.

Counter Magick
This Effect will provide spiritual protection from black magick and curses.  This is often considered to be white
magick if given to another.  This protection will be used in a similar way to Melee and Ranged Defense, and
should actually be called Magical Defense.  The Magical Defense of a character is applied to all harmful magicks
directed towards the character.  It is applied on every skill roll for both Street Magick and High Magick.

Difficulty Complexity Description

dd + 2 Grants 1 Magical Defense

dddd + 4 Grants 2 Magical Defense



Create a Barrier
This Effect allows the ritual to create a Barrier to movement, skill, or other magicks.  This Barrier will prevent
passage of the proscribed aspect.  Barriers to general movement, physical objects, air, fire, specific life forms, and
even magic are all possible.  Magical circles and wards often use this Effect.  This Effect will not provide defense
or cover, and once the Barrier is broken it will remained shattered unless Frequency is applied to recharge the
effect.

Difficulty Complexity Description

+ 1 Create a Simple Barrier

d + 1 Create an Easy Barrier

dd + 2 Create an Average Barrier

ddd + 3 Create a Hard Barrier

dddd + 4 Create a Daunting Barrier

ddddd + 5 Create a Formidable Barrier

Death Magick
This Effect should always be considered Black Magick.  It harms, injures, and attempts to kill the target.  Death
Magick is often paired with a Frequency and Duration to create rituals that mimic poisons and diseases.  The
manner of the harm to be inflicted should be representative of the style and personality of the ritualist.  The
mechanics should not change based upon the method or flavor of harm.  All Strain, Wounds, and Critical Injuries
will heal normally.

Difficulty Complexity Description

+ 1
Inflict 5 Strain upon a victim.  This Strain may be soaked.  For each 
additional point of complexity, the victim will suffer an additional point of 
Strain.

d + 1
Inflict 5 Wounds upon a victim.  These wounds may be soaked.  For each 
additional point of complexity, the victim will suffer an additional point of 
Wounds.

d + 1
Inflict 5 Strain upon a victim.  This Strain may not be soaked.  For each 
additional point of complexity, the victim will suffer an additional point of 
Strain.

dd + 2
Inflict 5 Wounds upon a victim.  These wounds may not be soaked.  For 
each additional point of complexity, the victim will suffer an additional 
point of Wounds.

dd + 2 Inflict one Critical Injury upon a victim.  This injury must be rolled 
normally.

ddd + 3 Inflict one Critical Injury upon a victim.  This injury must be rolled 
normally, but counts as having Vicious 1.

dddd + 4 Inflict one Critical Injury upon a victim.  This injury must be rolled 
normally, but counts as having Vicious 2.

ddddd + 5 Inflict one Critical Injury upon a victim.  This injury must be rolled 
normally, but counts as having Vicious 3.



Divination
This Effect allows the ritual to divine information about a certain event or answer a specific question posed by
the ritualist.  The caster may choose a certain number of the journalistic 5 w's to learn based upon the difficulty
of the ritual.  Who, What, When, Where, or Why are all very powerful pieces of information.

The Game Master must determine how the information is given to the caster,  but it should be kept simple,
shrouded, and difficult to interpret.  Blurry images, whispered words, and cryptic verses are all good ways to
keep mystery in the story while still helping move the plot forward.  This Effect should never be treated like a
video or audio recording.  The ritualist gets a single chance to witness the information and it cannot be paused.
Game Masters may allow Triumph during the ritual to be spent in dramatic displays of the information.

Difficulty Complexity Description

d + 1 1 of the following: Who, What, When, Where, or Why

dd + 2 2 of the following: Who, What, When, Where, or Why

ddd + 3 3 of the following: Who, What, When, Where, or Why

dddd + 4 4 of the following: Who, What, When, Where, or Why

ddddd + 5 5 of the following: Who, What, When, Where, or Why

Grant a Talent
This Effect grants the recipient the ability to use a talent as if they had purchased the talent normally.  This talent
is used identically as if it were purchased by experience points.  Ranked talents granted by this ritual are added
to any purchased ranks as normal.

Ranked Talents may be granted for their lowest experience cost, unless multiple ranked talents are granted by a
single ritual.  Each time a ranked talent is selected as an Effect in a ritual, the Difficulty of the ritual will be
upgraded and the complexity increased by one.

Additional upgrades for Signature Abilities may be selected to improve the ritual. These upgrades require an
equivalent level of difficulty and complexity based upon the experience cost of the upgrade as if they were a
talent.

Difficulty Complexity Description

d + 1 Grant a Talent worth no more than 5 Experience Points

dd + 2 Grant a Talent worth no more than 10 Experience Points

ddd + 3 Grant a Talent worth no more than 15 Experience Points

dddd + 4 Grant a Talent worth no more than 20 Experience Points

ddddd + 5 Grant a Talent worth no more than 25 Experience Points

ddddd + 10 Grant a Signature Ability.  



Healing Magick
This Effect  should always be considered White Magick.   It  succors,  cures,  and heals the target of  maladies.
Healing Magick is often paired with a Frequency and Duration to create rituals that mimic medical supervision
and bed rest.  The manner of the healing to be granted should be representative of the style and personality of
the ritualist.  The mechanics should not change based upon the method or flavor of aid.

Difficulty Complexity Description

+ 1 Allows the target to recover 3 Strain.  Additional Strain recovery is possible
for one additional point of complexity each.

d + 1 Heals the target for 3 points of Wound Threshold.  Additional healing is 
possible for one additional point of complexity each.

dd + 2 Cures the target for one Critical Injury of Easy Difficulty or less

ddd + 3 Cures the target for one Critical Injury of Average Difficulty or less

dddd + 4 Cures the target for one Critical Injury of Hard Difficulty or less

ddddd + 5 Cures the target for one Critical Injury of Daunting Difficulty or less

Prophesy
This Effect allows powerful wizards to alter the course of destiny according to their desires.  When a Prophesy is
in play, a smaller separate Destiny Pool is created.  Every session this pool will refresh to the original amount of
Destiny Points as determined by the ritual.  These Destiny Points may only be used to directly forward the cause
of  the Prophesy.   Game Masters  must  be  careful  not  to  allow this  Effect  to  completely derail  the intended
chronicle.

Difficulty Complexity Description

dddd + 5 Creates a Destiny Pool of 1 for the Prophesy

ddddd + 10 Creates a Destiny Pool of 2 for the Prophesy



Protection
This Effect will provide physical protection from injury and attacks in a way similar to armor and cover.  This
protection will generally not stack with armor, cover, or other protective devices.  Game Masters will need to be
the final arbitrators to whether or not any bonuses will stack.

Difficulty Complexity Description

d + 1 Grants 1 Soak

dd + 2 Grants 1 Melee and Ranged Defense

dd + 2 Increases Soak by 1

ddd + 3 Grants 2 Soak

ddd + 3 Increases Melee and Ranged Defense by 1

dddd + 4 Grants 2 Melee and Ranged Defense

dddd + 4 Increases Soak by 2

ddddd + 5 Grants 3 Soak

Sympathetic Magick
This Effect allows the ritual to be linked to a specific person or place via the law of contagion through a personal
item or bodily fluid.  Once the link is completed during the preparations, the target of the ritual can be of any
range from the ritualist and still be affected as if they were Engaged.  The Difficulty and the Complexity of the
Effect is based upon the resonance between the item and the target.  Objects that carry more emotional weight
will be easier to create a sympathetic link.  Fire or other purification methods will destroy any sympathetic link
they may have otherwise generated.

Difficulty Complexity Description

d + 1 Requires fresh blood, less than 24 hours removed from the target

dd + 2
Requires hair, nail clippings, or other body part less than 24 hours 
removed from the target.  Fresh blood less than one week removed from 
the target is also possible.

ddd + 3

Requires an object of very personal value to the target such as a wedding 
ring or beloved possession.  Hair, nail clippings, or other body part less 
than one week removed from the target, and fresh blood less than one 
month removed from the target are also possible.

dddd + 4

Requires an object of  personal value to the target such as a often used tool 
or regularly worn outfit.  Hair, nail clippings, or other body part less than 
two weeks removed from the target, and fresh blood less than one year 
removed from the target is also possible.

ddddd + 5 Requires an object owned by the target for a period of no less than one 
year.  Fresh blood removed from the target at any time is also possible.



Transformation Magick
This Effect allows the ritual to alter and transform the physical form of organic creatures.  This transformation is
painful and will cause the recipient an amount of Strain equal to the Difficulty of the ritual.  When the duration
of the ritual is complete, the recipient will suffer an equal amount of Strain when returning to their own natural
form.

Characteristic Points can be altered using this magick in two ways.  A ritual can swap Characteristic Points
between  two  Characteristics.   This  conserves  the  total  amount  of  Characteristic  Points  that  the  character
possesses and is slightly easier to accomplish.  The more difficult method is simply to improve or reduce the
Characteristic.  No Characteristic may be reduced below 1 or increased past 7.

Difficulty Complexity Description

+ 1 Alter Small Details such as hair color, eye color, and skin blemishes

d + 1 Swap 1 Characteristic Point between two Characteristics

d + 1
Alter Facial Features.  Successful mimicry will require other skills on the 
part of both the caster and the recipient.

d + 1
Alter Vocal Pattern.  Successful mimicry will require other skills on the part
of both the caster and the recipient.

dd + 2 Swap 2 Characteristic Point between two Characteristics

dd + 2 Improve or Reduce one Characteristic by 1

dd + 2 Mimic the Appearance and Vocal Pattern of another

ddd + 3 Swap 3 Characteristic Point between two Characteristics

ddd + 3 Mimic an animal of equal Silhouette or lower

dddd + 4 Swap 4 Characteristic Point between two Characteristics

dddd + 4 Improve or Reduce one Characteristic by 2

dddd + 4 Mimic an animal one Silhouette larger

ddddd + 5 Swap 5 Characteristic Point between two Characteristics

ddddd + 5 Mimic any animal of any Silhouette



Unweaving Magick
While Counter Magick is the passive defense against harmful spells and rituals, magick once cast is difficult to
eliminate.  Magick Effects can be unwoven by another ritual of equal difficulty.  Each magical Effect must be
unwoven before a spell  will  be completely broken.  The Scope of any ritual should not be considered when
determining difficulty or complexity of the unweaving.  Objects of enchantment and mystery can sometimes be
unwoven as well, depending upon the Game Master.

Difficulty Complexity Description

+ 1 Unweave a ritual Effect with a Simple Difficulty

d + 5 Unweave a ritual Effect with a Easy Difficulty or less

dd + 10 Unweave a ritual Effect with an Average Difficulty or less

ddd + 15 Unweave a ritual Effect with a Hard Difficulty or less

dddd + 20 Unweave a ritual Effect with a Daunting Difficulty or less

ddddd + 25 Unweave a ritual Effect with a Formidable Difficulty or less
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